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We study in this paper problems of the type 
Au + Iul--’ u ‘J(x), R bounded c s;‘. 
u = Oi,,. (I) 
wheref(x) is given and where p E (I, (N + 2/N - 2)) (p E (I, tco) if N 6 2). Our 
main result is that (I) has an infinite number of solutions for a residual set offin 
If ’ (f2). In particular, for many n E N, there exists an open and dense subset ofj 
in H ‘(~2) such that (I) has n distinct solutions for such an/: This result is to be 
related to the conjecture developed in [ I] of the existence of an infinite number of 
solutions to (I). The proof relies on a general characterization of level sets for a 
certain class of functionals, when there are no critical value in a large enough 
interval. In addition to the study of problem (I). we apply this characterization to 
give another proof (using, e.g.. Brouwer’s fixed point theorem) for some classical 
results about even functionals and saddle points. 
1. INTR~DU~T~~N 
We study in this paper the problem 
Au + Iulp-’ u =f(x) in R. 
(1.1) 
?A ‘Ol,, R bounded domain c lRN, 
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Consider the functional 






u E Hgq. 11.2) 
Critical points of I* are solutions f (1.1). 
We associate to the functional I* defined on Hi(R) a functional J* 
defined onthe unit sphere S of HA(R): 
s= {uEH;(R)/Iu/“b= I] 
by the formula 
(1.3) 
Set 
4; = {v E s/J*(v) > 0). (1.4) 
The following proposition c cerns the relationship between critical points 
and values of I* and the ones of J* on S. 
Actually, Proposition 1 will not be proved, as it is contained ina more 
general result that will be derived later on(Theorem 3, Section 4). 
PROPOSITION 1. (i) J* E C”(S, R); J* E C’(4,*, R) 
(ii) on $‘; one has: I*‘@(u) v) =k(v)-l J*‘(v); where l(v) is the 
unique positive solution of J* (v) = I* (Lv). 
(iii) There is a one-to-one correspondence between the positive criticai 
points of J* and I* by means of the transformation: 
wESn.f,*+n(w)o=w,, 
s*(w) = I*(q). 
(1.5) 
Proposition 1 allows us to relate he study of (1 .l) to that of the critical 
values of s*. 
Thus, we introduce in the next section a class (C) of functionals to which 
J* belongs and we study the topological properties of their level sets. 
2. A TOPOLOGICAL RESULT ON A CERTAIN CLASS OF FUNCTIONALS 
In the following, (eJnsN is the basis of H;(O) spanned by the orthonor- 
malized eigenvectors of -A; E, is the vector space spanned by the first n 
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vectors ofthat basis and p, is the orthogonal projection from #(R) onto 
E”. 
Finally, ( ,) denotes the scalar-product f Z-Z,#2). 
If j is a functional defined on S and a E IR, we set 
J,= {vES/J(u)>a}. 
DEFINITION 1. A functional .Z, defined on S, is said to be in (C), if 
(i) .Z E C”(S, iR); J E C2(jo, IR); where Jo = {U E S/J(u) > O}. 
(ii) V(u,); U, E S; U, 2 0 (in the weak topology of 
ffs9) * W,)) + +a- 
(iii) .Z satisfies (PS)+*, 
i.e.: 
(1) j satisfies condition (Z’S)’ (from any sequence (u,), U E j,, 
such that 0< C < J(u,) < C’ and J’(u,) 4 0, one can extract a convergent 
subsequence). 
(2) From any sequence (u,), U, E S n E,, such that 0< C < 
J(u,) < C’ and p,(J’(u,)) = 0, one can extract a convergent subsequence. 
Remark 1. The tangent space, ata point u E S, to S can be equipped 
with the Hi(R)-scalar product and identified th nwith the orthogonal space 
of (u} in H:(0). Thus, J’(u), which is in the cotangent space at u can be 
seen. by means of this canonical identification as a vector of HA(R), 
orthogonal to U. 
On the other hand, if Z is a Cl-functional on Hi(R), Z’(U) which is in 
H-‘(R) can be seen, when identifying Z-Z:(Q) with H-‘(R) (with using 
(--A)-‘), as a vector fHA(R). 
These two facts make clear the sense of (ii) ofProposition 1 and (iii) of
Definition 1. 
Remark 2. Definition 1 can be easily extended to any Hilbert space H. 
Consider then F, a weakly continuous f nctional defined on the unit ball B 
of H, such that F(0) = 0 and F(u) > 0 on B/(O). Then, l/F satisfies ( i). 
This shows the relationship between the functionals of (C) and the 
functionals studied by Krasnosels’kii [ 21. 
Remark 3. The condition (PS)+* we introduce here is to be related, for
instance, to similar conditions used by Rabinowitz [3]. 
It allows touse Galerkin method on the finite dimensional subspaces of 
H@‘). 
PROPOSITION 2. The functional .I*defined by(1.3) isin (C). 
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ProoJ See Theorem 4, Section 3.
The essential aim of this section is to show that one can characterize the 
lack of critical values for afunctional f (C) in a “large-enough” interval by 
a topological property of its level sets. The characterization we obtain here 
will be refined in the fourth section of this paper. 
We require first the following: 
LEMMA 1. Let J be in (C) and a > 0. 
Then, there exists p(a) > a such that J,,(a, iscontractible in J,. 
Furthermore, this contraction ca be chosen so that he subspaces E, are 
invariant under it (provided E, n JLlca, # 0). 
Proof. SetJ9={uES/J(u)<a}. 
For (k, a) E n\l X iR’*, set G = 1~ E S/l u-P&)I~~ < a I pk(u)IH& 
By (ii) of Definition 1, e can find k and p, k E N and p E R+*, such 
that 1pk(u)l,b > /I > 0, if uEJn. 
Otherwise, 0 would be weakly adherent toJa, onwhich Jis bounded (take 
(u,), u EJ-, such that p,(u,) + 0. Then (J(u,)) -++co, which is impossible, 
as J(u,) < a). 
Thus, clearly, onecan find a and k such that j’ c I$. 
Using again condition (ii) of Definition 1, the functional J iscertainly 
bounded on c+,. Otherwise, onewould find (u,), u E c+,, such that 
(J(u,) -++a. 
Thus, (u,) would go weakly to zero, which is impossible as u,belongs to
Gt 1. 
Set 






(l-6) cl(a)=W+,  1 
da) 2 a. 
Iu -Pktl(U)IH; Z a IPk+I(u)IH;9 Vu E Jrrw. (1.7) 
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Define, then, the following deformation of JuCoj: 
u(t) = (1 -t) # + cek+I. 
As u(t) -pk+ l(u(t)) = (1 - t)(u -pk+ ,(a)), u(t) is not zero for tE [0, 1) by 
(1.7) and v(l)=e,+,. 
Thus, the deformation u(t)/] u(t)],; is well defined and continuous. 
Furthermore, n  has 
1 u(f) - Pk(U@))/& 2 1 v(t) -Pk+ ,(“(t)hf; 
~(l-t>tu-Pk+I(U)IH~~aIPk+,(U)IHQ(l-t) 
2 a 1 Pk@hf; ( 1 - f, 2 a I Pk@hf;~ (l-9) 
where we used (1.7) and the xpression of u(t). 
Thus, u(l)/1 u(f)1 H; never enters c and bel6ngs toJ,. 
It then follows that his deformation contracts JuCaj toek+, in JO. We 
conclude with observing that, ifu E Jrrtaj n E,, u(t) belongs also to E, for 
any t E [0, I] (provided J toj n E, # 0 which implies n > k + 1). 
From this lemma, one easily deduces the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1. Let J be in (C). If J has no critical v ue in [a, p(a)], fhen 
J, n E, is a contractible’ ENR for n > q,(a). 
Remark 4. A topological set Y is said to be an ENR if there exists an
homeomorphism d which maps Y on XC IR” for some n E R\l, with: 
X 4’ 8 J X, 8 open set clR”; r o i = id,. 
For further developments o  ENR’s, see [5]. 
Remark 5. A stronger version fthis theorem is given in the third 
section ofthis paper: under the same conditions, we prove that J, f7 E, is 
diffeomorphic to a ball of IR”-‘. 
Proo$ By (2) of (PS)+* (see Definition l),the restriction J, of J to 
E, n S has certainly o critical v ue in [a - l/n, ~(a) + l/n] if n is 
sufficiently large(set n > n,(a)). By aclassical deformation lemma (for more 
I Throughout this paper, a topological set X is said to be contractible if it iscontractible in 
itself: this means that one can find a continuous mapu(t, .): (0, 11 XX--$X such that 
~(0, x) = Idx and u( 1, x) = x0 E X for all xE X. 
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details, seethe proof of Theorem 2. (3.7)), it is then well known that J, n E, 
retracts by deformation on JUcaj n E,. Furthermore, by Lemma 1, this et is 
contractible in J,n E,. The composition of these two deformations is a
contraction of J, n E, to a point. Thus, J, n E, is contractible. In order to 
prove that his et is an ENR, recall that .!,- ,,n n E, = {u E E, n E/J(u) > 
a - l/n) retracts on J, n E, and the result easily follows. 
Remark 6. Observe that (1.6) gives an upperbound for ~(a), which, thus, 
is not quite arbitrary. 
Before applying Theorem 1 to problem (l.l), wederive in a very simple 
and unified approach two well-known theorems about even functionals nd
saddle points, inthe spectial case of functionals belonging to(C). 
COROLLARY 1. The even functionals of (C) have an infinite number of 
distinct critical values. Furthermore, th  set of critical values i unbounded. 
Prooj On J, n E,, to which 0 does not belong, the application x -+-x 
has no fixed point. AsJ, n E, is compact, ifit were also acontractible ENR 
this application w uld have a fixed point by the Lefschetz-Hopf fixed point 
theorem [5, Proposition 6.221. 
This being impossible, J has certainly a critical v ue in any [a,,~(a)] 
(with using (PS)+*). This result being valid for any a > 0, the set of critical 
values is unbounded. 
With further characterizations of J, involving a much more careful 
topological study of J,, the same result is actually seen to follow from 
Brouwer’s fixed point heorem (see Section 4.11., Theorem 6). 
Remark 7. From Corollary 1,results about eigenvalue problems of the 
type -Au = Ag(u), with g superlinear andodd, or problems of the type 
Au + u3 = 0 (here N= 3) can be easily derived (see Section 4.1., where the 
relationship is made between acertain class of functionals defined onHi(R) 
and functionals of (C)). 
COROLLARY 2 (saddle points). Let J be in (C). Suppose M,< mk, where 
Mk = SUPucE,nS J(u) (Mk < +co by (ii) of Definition 1.) 
mk = inf J(u). 
u~E;Pii 
Then, J has a critical value in [a, ,~(a)], where abelongs to(Mk, mk). 
Remark 8. This corollary is to be related toa theorem about saddle 
points of Rabinowitz [4]. 
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ProoJ Take a E (Mk, m,J. Suppose (a,,~(a)) does not contain a critical 
value for J. Set rz > no(a). 
One has 
F = CE@ (EknS)~J,nE,~E:nSnE,. 
Clearly, F retracts on E: f7 S n E,. Thus, so does J, f7 E,. But 
Eb n S n E, is an (n - k - 1).sphere and, hence, is not contractible. Thus, 
J, n E, is not contractible, which contradicts Theorem 1 and establish 
Corollary 2.
3. THE GENERIC RESOLUTION OF (1.1) 
We show in this ection how Theorem 1 can be used to prove that 
problem (1.1) has an infinite number of solutions for f in a residual set in 
H- ‘(a). 
Let f be in L’(Q); I* and J* are the associated functionals defined by
(1.2) and (1.3). 
The proof of the following technical lemma is given in the Appendix. 
LEMMA 2. Let v E S. 
One has: 
(ii) 3 C, C’ > 0 and B, B’ E R such that 
Cm+C’<A<Bm+B’. 
(ii) 3 C,(f) and C,(f) such that 
IJ*(v) - J*(-v)l < C,(f)(J*(v))“‘“” + C,(f). 
THEOREM 2. Let v E N be a prescribed natural. Then, there exists an
open dense subset ofH-‘(Q), denoted 8,) such that (1.1) has v solutions f r f
belonging to 19,. Hence, on a residual 0 = n vt-N 8,) (1.1) has infinitely many 
distinct solutions. 
The following proposition s an essential step in the proof of Theorem 2. It 
can be generalized to non-linearities o h rthan 1 ulp-‘u (see Theorem 2’ of 
Section 4). 
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PROPOSITION 3. Given any f E H-‘(R), A > 0, E > 0, there exists 
u, E H$2) such that 
I h$ + I&p4 -.&l(o) < -5.3 (3.2) 
Iu&~A. (3.3) 
Remark 10. Would we want to prove only that (1.1) has one solution 
for adense subset offin H-l@), we could manage without sing the result 
given by Theorem 1. 
Indeed, with amore careful study of the functional .Z*, one can directly 
prove that, ifZ* (associated to a givenf) has no critical v ue on the whole 
space, then J,* n E, is an (n - 1) disc, for n> n,,(a). Theproof of the density 
(but with no multiplicity result) follows in the same manner as we are going 
to derive Proposition 3. (see Remarks 13 and 14 of 4.1). 
Proof of Proposition 3. In order to prove Proposition 3, it is sufficient to 
prove (3.2) and (3.3) forfE L*(J?). We lixf in this set and consider Z* and 
.Z* defined by (1.2~( 1.3). 
Set b> Max ,U,H;C( Z*(U) and $(x) =x - C,(j) xv@+‘) - C,df). 
If Z* (and, then, J* by Proposition 1) has no critical value in [b, +a~[, 
one can choose n E N and c E IR +* large enough in order to ensure 
#Cc> > b; Q’(x) >, 0 if x > c. (3.4) 
The restriction J,* of J*to E, n S has no critical 
value in [d(c), ] (by 2) of (PS)+*). (3.5) 
J,* n E, is acontractible and compact ENR. (3.6) 
Let o be a C?-function from Sr7 E, into [0, l] equal to 1 if J,*(x) E [4(c), c] 
and 0 if J,*(x) 6?(4(c) - E,, c+ E,), where 1 E IR+* is such that c has no 
critical value in (((c) - s, c + si). 
Consider the unique solution of the following problem: 
drlttv xl J,*‘W, ~1) 
~ = oMtv x)) IJ,*‘(q(t, x))& ’dt 
q(O, x) =x. (3.7) 
As one can easily see, J*(v(t,x)) isan increasing function of t and its 
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derivative w( (t, x)) is equal to 1 if S*(q(t, x))E [4(c), ].For u E J,* f7 E,, 
define 
Z(u) = q(Sllp(0, c - Jn*(-u)), -u) (3.8) 
LEMMA 3. If u E c CI E,, Z(u) is also in this set 
Proof We divide itinto two cases: 
(1) Jx-u) > c. 
Then, Z(u) = ~(0, -u) = -u E J,* n E, 
(2) Jz:(u) < c* 
Then, Z(u) = ~(c -JE(-u), -u) and Z(u) is the end-point of he path 
y(t) = rf(t, -u); tE [O, c- C(-u)]. 
By Lemma 2, we know that, ifF(t) =Jz(y(t)), one has F(0) E [4(c), ].As 
we supposed, J,*(-u) < c, F(0) belongs infact [4(c), .Thus, F’(0) = 1. 
Furthermore, for any t E [0, c-c(-u)], as w takes its values in[0, I], 
one has 
d(c) < et) <F(O) + t < JZ(-u) + c - JZ(-u) = c. (3.9) 
Thus 
4N) = 1, Vt E [O, c- Jn*(-u)], (3.10) 
and 
t,(t) = F(O) +t. (3.11) 
From (3.1 l), we deduce that F( 1) = c(Z(u)) = c. 
This completes heproof of the lemma. 
We now complete he one of Proposition 3: AsZ(u) is a continuous 
function from J,* n E, into itself, Z has a fixed point, bythe Lefschetz-Hopf 
fixed point theorem [5, Proposition 6.221 (in this ituation, the Lefschetz 
index is always one). 
Let 
u,EJ;nE,; Z(u,) = uo. (3.12) 
It is easy to see that 
J3-UCJ < c (otherwise Z(u,) = -uJ, 
JxU”> =c (see case 2of Lemma 3). 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
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The idea, now, is that y(t) = r~(t, -u,,) is a path which leads from -u, to 
+zq,, on the unit sphere (as r(t, .) acts, byconstruction, fromthis phere into 
itself), when t runs in the interval [0, c- J,*(--uO)]. Then, 
We then have, for some < E [0, c- J,*(--q,)] 
IJ,*‘(y(C))l,; < c - yuo). 
Set 
u,(c) = A(u) 0, where u = Y(C) = a -0). 
By (ii) of Proposition 1 a d by (3.16), we have 
As (Z*‘(U), 4  = (-4~ + ]ulp+l u -f, #)H-,XH~, one has 
z*‘(U)=U+d-‘(IuIP-‘U--f) 
after identification of HA(Q) with its own dual. 
Thus, 
Z,*‘(U”(C)) =Pn(Z”‘(%t(c))) 
= %(C> +P,~~-lw,@)Ip-’ %2(c)-f>l 
and, by using (3.18), 
I~,~~>+Pn~~-l~l~,~~~IP-‘~n~~>-f~lIH~~ c n:,Tu”‘. 
By (i) of Lemma 2 and the fact hat J,(v) > 4(c), we have 
~(u)>C&i@+C’. 
By (ii) of the same lemma and the fact hat c=.Z~(U,), we have 
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Combining (3.22) and (3.23) with (3.21), wefind 
l%(C) +P,[~-‘(Iu,(w’ u,(c) -f ll,; 
< c;(f) C”@+ l)x (b(c)- “2 + c;(f) 4(c) -l’*. 
(3.24) 
To complete he proof, weremark that 
/ un(c)I,; = A(v) <B j/G + B’ (3.25) 
(by (i) of Lemma 2 and the fact hat s*(v) <c). 
Thus, when n goes to fco, u,(c) belongs toa compact set in Lp+‘(12). The
map u -+ I uIp-r u-f(x) being continuous from L*+‘(Q) into L@fl)‘P(R), 
4, = lu,(c)lp-’ u,(c) -f is in a compact subset of L(Pt’),‘p. As 
(P + 1)/P > 2NlV + 215 W’W) is in a compact subset of HA(Q). 
Consider, then, (n,J such that 
Then, 
(A-‘($,J) converges (3.26) 
k-‘VJ -P&-‘@&f: =&IQ-+ 0 
Thus, with (3.24), wefind 
(3.27) 
/unk + A-‘(IuJ’ unk -f)l,: 
< Enk +c;(f) cl’@+‘) qqc)- 1’2 + c;(f) (d(c)- l’* 
(3.28) 
Taking clarge enough and nk such that F,,~ < e/2, we can ensure that: 
%lk + Cl,(f) c “@+fl)qqC)-1’2 + c;(f) #(c)p* < E (3.29) 
as 4(c) is equivalent to c, when c goes to fco and as l/(p + 1) < + . @ > 1). 
This gives the desired result. 
Note that Iu&; > A, as I*(u,,> =J*(y(c)) > Q(c) > b. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Theorem 2 is obtained from Proposition 3 with 
using the implicit function theorem, asfollows: 
Let 8, be the subset of H-‘(a) consisting  functions f uch that (1.1) 
(with second member f) has at least v distinct solutions, u, ,..., U, satisfying 
the following property: 
T,(f ): I+, + H- ‘(fl) 
h~Ah+plUilP-‘h 
(3.30) 
is an isomorphism for i = l,..., v  
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We are going to prove that 8, is an open dense subset ofH-‘(Q) for any 
V. From this result, Theorem 2 readily follows. Theproof is by induction. 
. v = 1: that 8, is open an immediate consequence of its definition. We 
have to prove that 0i is dense in H-‘(Q). 
For this purpose, we fix fin H- ‘(0). 
By Proposition 3, for any prescribed E > 0, we can find u,H@) such that 
I& + lu, IY-’ u,-flH-’ < E. 
Letf, =du, + IuJ-* u,. 
Consider 




r,(f,) may not be an isomorphism. In that case, one could find h, # 0 
such that: 
Ah, tplu,lP-lho=O (3.33) 
(3.33) means that he operator 
Hh 
K(u,) +H; 
h---+ -PA-‘(IuJ-’ * h) 
(3.34) 
has an eigenvalue A, equal to 1. 
K(u,) *h, = h,; h, # 0. (3.35) 
But K(u,) is a compact operator; hence, A0 = 1 cannot be a point of 
accumulation of its eigenvalues (theonly being 0). 
Hence, for any v > 0, there exists I E IR such that: 
IA- ll<% 




v, = Au,; A satisfying (3.36) (3.37) 
g, = Av, + lv,Ip--I v,. (3.38) 
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By (3.36), g, is in 0, as T,(g,): h -+dh +p )u,)~-’ h being injective is an
isomorphism (itis a null index Fredholm operator). 
Furthermore, wh nchoosing  sufficiently sma l, wecan ensure: 
I g, -flw < E (3.39) 
as we already have, by (3.31) 
If, -flw < &- (3.40) 
It follows, then, that 8, is an open dense subset ofH-‘(R). 
. Assume now that we have proved that l3,, isan open dense subset of
H- ‘(f2). We wish to prove the same statement for8vo+l. 
It is clear that Bvo+ i is open. We have to prove that it is dense. 
For this purpose, w  are going to prove that BIiO+, is dense in 19,~: LetJ be 
in ODO, and: 
%(fL u”&f) be the u,-solutions of (1.1) (3.41) 
with second member f, satisfying (3.30). 
Using the implicit function theorem ineach z+(f), one can find E, > 0 
such that: 
For any g E H-‘(R) satisfying: / g -fJHm, < E,, 
problem (1.1) has v0 solutions, u,(g) ..., u,Jg). (3.42) 
Furthermore, 1 Ui(g)lHj < Max 1 Uidf)l,~ + 1.(Equation (3.42) is actually 
equivalent to the proof of the openness of 0,*.) Fix A > 0 to satisfy 
We apply Proposition 3 with E< E, A = A and f. Then, we get uE HA(R) 
such that: 
lu,/H; > A, (3.44) 
(Au, + (urlP--I u, ./-I*-, < E. (3.45) 
Let 
f, =du, + (u,lP-’ u,. (3.46) 
The argument which leads to (3.36) remains valid for u, and K(u,), u being 
defined by (3.44), (3.45). 
Hence, if 





we derive for q (see 3.36) sufficiently small, that: 
I g, -fl,, 1< El. (3.49) 
Equation (3.49) follows from the fact hat /g, -f, IHm, --+ 0 when q + 0 and 
the fact hat if, -flH-, < e,. 
Hence, problem (1.1) with g, as a second member has already, by (3.42), 
r0 distinct solutions, ul(gt),..., uJg,), all of them satisfying (3.30) and also 
I %k>l*; < A. (3.50) 
But, ZI, is another solution ofproblem (1.1) with g, as a second member by 
definition of g,. 
Furthermore, would q be sufficiently small, then we can ensure: 
I&; > A (recall that IU, IH; >A by (3.44)) 
and by (3.36): 
is an isomorphism. 
g, is therefore in oDO+ r. 
(3.51) 
(3.52) 
We, thus, have constructed an element of 19,~+ I arbitrary close to one of 
19,~. This was the desired result. 
The proof of Theorem 2is thereby complete. 
4. SOME GENERALIZATIONS 
4.1. Definition of a Class (S) of Functionals and Relationship withthe 
Functionals of (C) 
DEFINITION 2. Let p(x, z): d x R + R satisfy: 
(i) p is continuous inz and measurable infix R and has a 
continuous in zand measurable inx partial derivative n z, p,(x, z). 
(ii) ‘IPLcGZ)I<4 +b2IT for N > 2 
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andsE(l,(N+2/N-2)) 
. I PAX, 4 < b, exp(a(z)> forN = 2. 
and a(z)z-“0 when z-+ 00. 
(iii) 3,u, sO, 0< ,u < 1, s, > 0 such that 
o < PCG z) 
~ < PPXXY z>, 
Z 
VxEb, Vz/lz/>s,. 
Set P(x, z) = Jip(x, s) d s and consider a function h(x) E L’(Q). If p satisfies 
(i), (ii), and (iii), then the functional, defined on H,@), I(u) =
$ 1~1;; - In P(x, u) dx - J‘, h(x) udx is said to be in (S). 
Let I be in (S) and denote: 
THEOREM 3. There xists a positive constant A such that J= J, -A 
satisfies 
(i) j E C,(S, R); j E C2(j0, R); 
(ii) on j,, one has : Z/(,4(v) u) = k(u)~’ J (v), 
where l(v) is the unique positive solution of J(u) =Z(kv) -A; 
(iii) there is a one to one corespondence between the critical points ofZ 
and J whose nergy islarger than A by 
wES+w,=A(w)o, 
Z(w,)=J(w)+A. 
Proof. We first remark that condition (iii) ofDefinition 2 implies that, 
for f9 = ,u/( 1 +p) E (0, +), one has 
Hence 
P(x, z) < BP@, z> z + c, VXEQ VzEiR. (4.1) 
(Z’(u), u) < $ [Z(u) - c, I, (4.2) 
which is obtained by
(Z’(u),  < iI(u) - (1 - f ) i,, h(x) u(x) dx + ( 1 - A) I u 1;; 
< wwz(~> -C,l* (4.3) 
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From (4.2) we deduce that, for uE S, if Z(A, v) < C,, the function of A, 
g,(A) = Z(A.J) decreases forA< A,. 
Such a 1, certainly exists for any v E S, as, from (4.1) and (iii) one can 
deduce that l, P(x, v) a!x is an increasing function, forlarge A, whose 
behaviour is superquadratic of order strictly larger than 2. 
From this fact, he continuity of J,, and hence of J, easily follows: Set
v, E S and AI such that Z(A,(v,) ,) <C,. For u in a neighborhood of u0
in S, one has Z(~,(u,) v) < C,. Thus, Z(Av) decreases forII >A,(v,) and 
J,(u) = suPAEE(O,r\,(UO)) Z(Av). Thus, .Z, is continuous. 
In order to prove that here exists A >0 such that .Z =J, - A E C2(.Zo, R)
we infer the following lemma, whose proof is also given in [ 11. 
LEMMA 4. There exists ,i> 0 such that for any v E S and A > J with 
(d/dA) Z(Au) = 0, one has (d*/dA*) Z(Au) <0. 
Proof. Using (iii) of Definition 2, wehave 
p(x,Au)udx v* dx. (4.4) 
If 
$Z(h) = 2 - j p(x, h) v dx - 1 h(x) v(x) dx = 0 (4.5) 
n cl 
holds, then 
Ihl, p(x,Au)vdx- 1 GT. (4.6) 
From (iii) of Definition 2, e asily checks that 
p(x,z)z~c*~z~("~)+'tc~, c, > 0. 
Thus, (4.7) combined with (4.6) gives 
‘3”--l I aIvl”“+ldx< l+c,+!$ 
Thus, 
i 
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Turning back to (4.4), we use then (4.6) and find 
2 1 lhl2$Jt”“K l-++--+c v2dx. P 1 c R (4.10)
Taking into account (4.9), we see that here exists x uch that if A > ,i, 
d2Z(h)/dA2 < 0. 
In order now to prove the xistence of A,we set 
A = ,uylPI Z(u)* (4.11) 
With this definition of A, j(o) is reached byZ&J) for some I> 1, if uE j,. 
But Lemma 4 implies that his A= n(v) is unique because any extremum 
point 3, >1 has to be a maximum and, thus, isunique. 
But, then, (v) is the unique solution of 
$Z(/b) = 0,
-$Z(h) < 0. 
Hence, n(v) is C’ on jr,. 
As 
J(v) =Z(l(v) -A, 
j is already C’. 
But, its derivative is 
(4.11) 
S(v) .w = A(v) Z’@(v) . w + (A’(v) . w) 
0 
= A(v) Z’@(v) * w, w E T,(S). (4.12) 
This last formula implies that JE C2(io, W). Furthermore, it immediately 
establishes (iii). 
Remark 11. From Lemma 4, one can also deduce that here are only 
two positive solutions  J, = {v E S 1 J(u) > a} (a > 0) to the equation 
Z(h) = a + A. 
Note also that (4.2) implies that, for asufficiently negative c, there are 
only two solutions to the equation Z&J) =c, one positive, the other being 
negative (as (Z’(Izv), V) (0 if cis sufficiently negative andA is a solution of 
Z(h) =c). 
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THEOREM 4. Let I be in (S). Then J belongs to(C). 
Proo$ Condition (i)of Definition 1 is immediate by (i) of Theorem 3. 
For (ii) ofthe same definition, observe that if u, E S - 0, then for agiven 
4 
goes to zero as 
.I’ I,~p(x,lv,)lllo”~dx~~aI~ 1L’“~dX+As+‘a2J IUJf’dX (4.13) 0 R 
(if N > 2 by (ii) ofDefinition 2). 
Using then (iii) of Definition 2, wefind 
P(x, Au,) dx + A 
J 
h(x) u, dx < c,(A) + C, 
n (4.14) 
lim s,(A) = 0. n-+ m
Thus, 
J(v,) 2; - C - E,(A). (4.15) 
Letting  go to infinity, it easily follows that l.im,,+, J(u,) = +a. 
Reciprocally, if J(v ) + i-03, then 
has to go to t co, for appropriate y > 0 and C,, such that (2tyw 
+C,<. P(x,u)dxtj i 
h(x)udx. (4.17) 
n n 
But, if J2(vn) + too, Jo vi dx+ 0 and v, 2 0 (in H:(0)). We finish with 
proving that J satisfies th  second condition of (PS)+*. For the first one, the 
proof is essentially the same. 
Let (u,); u,, E S be such that: 
0 < c < J(u,) < c’, 
P,(J’(~,,)) = 0. 
(4.18) 
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Set 
u, = qu,> II,. 
Then, 
c+A(+"l;;-j P(x,u,)dx-j hu,dx<c'tA, (4.19) 
D R 
A(~‘(%)) = 0. (4.20) 
Multiplying (4.20) byu,, we find 
I u, 1:; - I, p(x, u,) u, dx - I, hu, dx = 0. (4.21) 
This, with (4.19) and (4.1) gives abound on /u&. 
I&;G. (4.22) 
The sequence u, being bounded in HA is compact in L2N’(N-2’-‘, for any 
E > 0. 
By continuity of u +p(x, u) + h(x) from L2N’(N-2)-c to L”, where 6 = 
(2N/(N - 2) - E)( l/s) (see (ii) of Definition 2),p(x, u,) + h(x) is compact in 
L”. 
As s < (N + 2/N - 2), 6< 2N/(N + 2) for E small enough. 
Hence d-’ is continuous from La into Hi(Q). Thus, (d-‘(p(x, u,J + 
h(x))), iscompact in H:(0). But (4.20) says that 
u, = -P,@ -‘(p(x, u ) + h(x)). (4.23) 
As p,(K’(p(x, u J + h(x)) is also compact in HA(Q), one can find a 
convergent subsequence (uJ in HA. 
Furthermore. as 
I(u,J > ct A > 0, (4.24) 
(WnJ hk) = 0. (4.25) 
The corresponding subsequence 
converges. Theproof is complete. 
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Remark 12. The correspondence (S)/(C) is far from giving all 
functionals of (C). For instance, as one can easily see, the gradient of a
functional J coming from ZE (S) is a Fredholm operator, of null index. 
Remark 13. A functional Z of(S) satisfies, in fact, a stronger v sion 
than (PS)+*: 
if (a,) is a sequence such that Z(u,) < c and Z’(u,) -+ 0, there exists a 
convergent subsequence. On  may even suppose a weaker condition on u,: 
i.e. u,, E E,; Z(u,) < c and p,(Z’(u,)) + 0. 
Remark 14. Let ZE (S) have no critical v ue. Then, for any a E IR, 
there exists no(a) E N such that, ifn > n,(a), Z n E, = {u E E,/Z(u) > a} is 
diffeomorphic to a ball of IR”. 
This is a consequence of the two following facts: the first one is that 
Z, f7 E, is diffeomorphic to a ball of IR” if cis sufficiently negative, as its 
boundary Z’, = {u E E,/Z(u) = c is an (n - 1)-sphere (s e Remark 11). } 
The second one is that, bythe preceding remark, the restriction I, of Z to 
E, will have no critical value in (-co, a] for II >n,,(a). (Aswe supposed that 
Z has no critical value in IA). 
Thus, I, f7 E, N Z, f7 E, 2: B” (the n-ball). 
Thus, as we have already said, Theorem 1is not necessary in order to 
prove that (1.1) has a solution f radense subset inH-‘(0). Actually, as we 
are going to see in 4.2, the characterization of Z, r7 E,as an n-ball remains 
true ven if Zhas critical values, provided these critical values donot enter a 
certain interval [ ,b(a)]. 
We conclude the present section by the following theorem which 
generalizes Proposition 3 of the third section. 
Consider the following problem: 
Au +P(x, u) =f(x>, 
u = q,, J-E L*(Q), 
(1.1)’ 
with 
Z(U) =f j 
R 
/Vu (* dx - I, P(x, u) dx -jOf(x) udx, 
24 E H&Q). (1.2)’ 
THEOREM 2’. Zf p satisfies (i)- (iii) andis moreover odd in u, then, for 
any E > 0 and any A > 0 there exists u,E Hi(Q) such that: 
I4 + p(x, 4 -flww) < e. 
Proof. With the following Lemma 2’ the proof of Theorem 2’ is very 
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much the same than that of Proposition 3. No change in the proof is 
required. We wish to bring attention to the fact that we have not obtained for 
(1.1)’ the same result asfor (1.1). However, with restricted on itions on 
p(x, u), aresult quite similar to the content ofTheorem 2could be given. But 
it is not great interest. Indeed, a general result without these restrictions is 
certainly true. We are not able to prove it. 
LEMMA 2’. Let p satisfy (i)-(iii) and beodd in u. 
Let 
J(v) = ivly I(Lv); v E s. 
Then 
(1) 3 C, C’ > 0 and B, B’ E R such that 
Cm+C’<A(v)<B\/J<v)+B’. 
(2) 3C,(f) and C,(f) such that: 
IJ(v) -J(-VI G c,(f)(Jwd”+” + C*(f > 
Proof of Lemma 2’. See the Appendix. 
4.11. Some Further Topological Characterizations of the Absence of 
Critical Values 
THEOREM 6. Let J be in (C). 
(i) There xists b(a) > a and n,,(a) E N such that fJ has no critical 
value in [a, b(a)], then J, n E, is dt&%omorphic to a ball of R”-’ for all 
n 2 no(a). 
(ii) Set J”= {u E S/J(u) = a}. 
Under the same conditions, J” isdtreomorphic to S. 
Remark 15. Under the characterization given byTheorem 6, which 
involves much more topological study of the set J, n E,, one can show 
again the result given by Corollary 1 ofTheorem 1by using, now, Brouwer’s 
fixed point theorem: Would J, n E, be a ball, J being even, the map x + -x 
from this ball of IR”-’ into itself would have a fixed point. But this is 
impossible as 0 & J, n E,. 
Proof of (i) of Theorem 6. We will choose b(a) >,a(a), where p(a) has 
been defined inTheorem 1. The exact choice of b(a) will be more precise 
later on. 
As b(a) >/p(a), we already know, by Theorem 1, that J, n E, is a 
compact ENR which is contractible in itself. 
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We recall that he h-cobordism theorem (e.g. [7]) states that a compact 
and contractible &-manifold which is simply connected and has a simply 
connected boundary is diffeomorphic to ann-disc [if n> 81. As we already 
know that J, n E, is a contractible C2(n- I)-manifold (with boundary), it 
remains to prove that J, n E, is simply connected and has a simply 
connected boundary. Inorder to prove this point, we make the following 
construction:If, as in the proof of Lemma 1, V; = (U E S/]u -pk(u)IH; ( 
a IPkwlH;l~ UGa) E N x R + *, there certainly exists (k(a), a(a)) = (k,, a,,) 
such that 
j” = {u E S/J(u) < a} c V;;. (4.26) 
Take now 
d = sup J(u) + 1 (d > a). (4.27) 
UEvq 
In the same way, one can assert the existence of (r, p) E N x R ‘* such that 
jdc VF. (4.28) 
Take 
r-0 = Sup@, + 3, r); PO = SuP(% + 1, P) (4.29) 
and set 





because of (4.26) and (4.27). 
(4.3 1) 
In the same way, if Jd n E, = (U E E, n S/J(u) = d} (boundary of 
Jd n E,), we have 
JdnE, =V!;“EE,)\V’;:nE,) = (Jo nEn)l(Jm, n En) (4.32) 
because of (4.27), (4.28) and (4.30). 
As j is in (C) (and thus atisfies (Z’S)+*) and as J is supposed not to have 
critical v ues in [a, b(u)], we then know, as we have seen, that J, n E, 
retracts on Jd n E, and (J, n En)\(Jbcaj n E,) = {u E En/u < J(u) <b(a)} on 
Jdn E,, for n sufficiently large (n > n,(u)). 
The restrictions of these retractions’ re pectively to (E, n S)\( G; n E,) 
and (e; n E,)\(V$‘n E,) retract these sets on Jd n E, and Jd n E, 
(respectively). 
* By retractions, we mean here the following: W c V, V being atopological space, is said to 
be a retract ofV, if there xists a continuous map j: V-r W, such that jo i = Id,,, where i 
denotes the inclusion of W in V. 
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Thus, if the first ets are arc-wise connected and simply connected, the
second ones [ (Jd n E,) and (.I” n E,)] will be arc-wise connected and simply 
connected, too. 
Thus, the aim of the following lemma is to prove that hese first ets are 
arc-wise and simply connected. 
LEMMA 5. If n > lo + 2, (E, n s)\(v;; n E,) and (vf; n En)\ 
(Vf; n E,) are arc-wise and simply connected. 
Proof See the Appendix. 
To complete he proof of (i) of Theorem 6, we observe that J, n E,, for 
n > n,(a), is diffeomorphic to Jd n E,, while Jd n E, is diffeomorphic to 
J” f? E, (as J,, has no critical v ue in [a, d]). 
Thus, J, n E, and J, n E, are arc-wise and simply connected and the h- 
cobordism theorem applies. 
This proves (i). 
The proof of (ii) is more delicate. 
We will need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6. Let J be in (C) and a > 0. 
Suppose that J, has no critical value in [a, b(a)] for n > no(a) and 
suppose that here xists d and E > 0 such that dE [a + E, b(a) - E] and J 
has no critical v ue in [d - E, d + E]. Then, all pointed compact (K, x0) 
included in(Jd, x0) are contractible n this et.3 
The same property isvalid for (Jd, x,,) and (jd, x,,). 
Remark 16. Note that we do not suppose J to have no critical v ue in 
[a, b(a)] on S. 
We admit he lemma, for the moment, and complete he proof of (ii). 
Proof of (ii). We recall that ametrizable space X is called an ANR if, 
whenever X is mapped homeomorphically on a closed subset of a metric 
space Y, there exists a continuous retraction (in the sense of footnote 1)from 
some neighbourhood f this ubset in Y onto it [ 10, p. 66, Def. 5.21. ANR’s, 
in the sense of the previous definition, are denoted ANR(J)-sets by Borsuk 
18, P. 211. 
Consider (J”, x0); x0 E Jd, where d E (a, b(u)). AsJ has no critical v ue 
in (a, b(a)) (from the hypothesis of the theorem), and as it satisfies (PS)+*, 
the conditions f Lemma 6 are fulfilled and any pointed compact (K, x0) in 
(Jd, x,,) is contractible n this et. 
’ If x0 E K, K c s’, we say that (K, x0) is contractible in (s’, x0) if there xists a continuous 
map: 10, 1] x K +s’ such that U(0, .) = i (inclusion of K in s’), U(t, x,,) =x,, ut E [0, 11, 
C’(l. .)=x”. 
5x0/4 113 IO 
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By a theorem of Borsuk (8, p. 147, Theorem lo], this property is 
equivalent forANR’s to the triviality of heir homotopy groups (taken at x,,). 
But, Jd, being aretract of F(d, E) = (U E S/d - E < J(U) < d + E}, which is 
open in S, is an ANR. Thus, (Jd, x0) has trivial homotopy groups. 
Furthermore, by the same property (of Lemma 6), Jd is arc-wise connected. 
Thus, the homotopy groups of Jd do not depend of the point x,, where they 
are computed and Jd has trivial homotopy groups (independent of x0). 
Consider now: 
Jd4S (injection of Jdin S). 
This is a map between two Hilbert manifolds, which have trivial homotopy 
groups and are ANR’s. By the Whitehead theorem [9], i induces a homotopy 
equivalence. 
Now, using the results ofBessaga nd Pelczynski [lo], a homotopy 
equivalence between Hilbert-manifolds provides anhomeomorphism between 
them. By finer results of Kuiper [Ill, this homeomorphism can be chosen to 
be a diffeomorphism. A  Jd2: J”, the proof is complete. 
Proof of Lemma 6. We first remark that he hypotheses of Theorem 1 
and (i) of Theorem 6can be weakened: the statements remain true if we no 
longer suppose that Jhas no critical v ue in [a, b(a)], but rather that J, has 
no critical v ue in the same interval, forn> n,,(a). 
Thus, under the hypothesis of Lemma 6, Jd n E, is still an(n - 2)-sphere 
for n> n,(d) and Jdr) E, is a ball of II?“-‘. 
Set F(d, E) = (U E S/d - E < J(u) <d + a}. From the hypothesis, we see 
that F(d, E) retracts on Jd. 
We begin with proving the conclusion fLemma 6 for x0 E Jdf’ EnO, 
n, E N. Let K be a compact included inJd, such that x0 E K. 
Thus, 
(K, xo) = (Jd, xc,>, 
Consider n > n, and n sufticiently lazrge in order to ensure that he defor- 
mation 
where 
v(t) = (1 - t) v(0) + tp,(v(O)), u(O) E K 
remains in F(d, E). 
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Such an n exists because K is compact and I;(d, E)is open. Note that x0 is 
invariant u der this deformation as > n,. 
This deformation has thus led the pointed compact (K, x0) onto another 
pointed compact (K,, x,,), inside F(d, E), with K, c F(d, E) f7 E, f7 S. 
This is the first ep. 
For the second step, we use the retraction by deformation of F(d, E) n E, 
on Jdf’l E,associated o the gradient ofJ,,: as n is sufficiently large, J , has 
no critical v ue in [d - E, d + E] and F(d, E) n E, retracts by deformation 
on Jdn E,. 
This deformation leads K, onto K, c Jdf7 E, and lets x0 invariant, as 
x0 E Jd n E,. It also takes its values in F(d, E). 
Observe, now, that (K2, x0> = (J” n E,, x0> C(,,,ictly) (J” n E,,, , x0>. 
As noted at the beginning ofthe proof, s’n E,, , is an (n - 1)-sphere. K,, 
being strictly contained inthat sphere, iscontractible to x0 in it (take 
x1 E V’f-‘&+JG (f n E,, ,/(x1}, x,,) being homeomorphic to 
(S”-‘/(one point}, .)is obviously contractible). 
We denote Z the composition ofthese three deformations. Z deforms 
(K, x0) to x0 in F(d, E). 
Let r be the retraction of F(d, e) onto Jd. Then, ro Z deforms (K, x,) to x, 
in (J”, x,,). 
Thus, the conclusion of Lemma 6 holds for x0 E EaO, n, E N. 
As Jd is also an ANR (retract F(d, E) on it), (J”, x,,) has trivial homotopy 
groups by Theorem 10.1 of [8]. But, Jd is arc-wise connected (take for any 
x E Jd the couple (x, x,,) as a pointed compact. (x,x,,) iscontractible n 
(J”, x0). Thus, there is a path leading from x0 to x in J”). Thus, the triviality 
of its homotopy groups does not. depend of the point x where they are 
computed. Using then the reciprocal of Theorem 10.1 of [8], the conclusion 
of Lemma 6 holds for any x of Jd. This completes the proof [the statement 
for Jd follows the same scheme as for Jd]. 
Let us just observe, now, the following facts. 
Remark 11. Let Z be in (S). As a corollary of Theorem 6, if Z has no 
critical value in [a, b(u)] (a > 0), then Z, n E, = {u E E,/Z(u) > a} is 
diffeomorphic to a ball of IR”, for a > A: 
Take the solutions f I&) = a; u E S and A > 0. As noted in Remark 11, 
this equation, for a> A, has two solutions At (u, a) and n-(0, a), if vbelongs 
to Ja--A n E, and these two solutions areequal if and only if vE PeA n E,. 
Thus, P n E, = {u E E,/Z(u) = a} is obtained with “gluing” together two 
(n - 1)-balls along their boundary, which is diffeomorphic to
P-A n E, ‘y S-=. Thus, Za n E, is an (n - 1)-sphere andZ, n E, is an n- 
ball. 
Remark 18. Let J be in (C) and J has in (a, b(a)) some critical v ue d,, 
such that for some positive E, with d, - E, and d, + E E (a, b(a)), the relative 
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homology group of order qE [N, Hq(jdo-‘, jdo+s) isnot trivial. We infer that, 
in this ituation, J,,, the restriction of J to E, n S, has some critical v ue in 
(a, b(a)) for n > no(a). For, if not, one would find (n,), nk E N, nk -+ SCO, 
such that Jn, has no critical value in [a, b(a)]. With this weakened 
hypothesis, theconclusion of Lemma 6 remains valid for any d E (a, d(a)) 
which is not a critical v ue for Jand thus, in particular,j”“-E andJdo+’ have 
trivial homotopy groups (always because any pointed compact in these sets 
is contractible n them and because of Theorem 10.1 of [8]). Itthen follows 
that Hq(jdo-‘, jdot ‘) = 0, which is a contradiction. 
This shows that all the topological phenomena concerning the level sets of 
a functional of (C) (and hence of (S)) are “finite dimensional.” 
Final Remark: Weakening the Regularity Assumptions. Define (C)’ 
(resp. (C)“) as th ec ass of functionals satisfying (ii) and (iii) ofDefinition 1 1 
and being C”(S, IR), CLV’(jo, IR)(resp. C1(jo, IR)). 
For functionals of (C)‘, Theorem 1 remains valid without change, as one 
can build, for such functionals, the retractions by deformation associated o 
the gradient field (which is Lipschitz continuous). 
Theorem 6 remains also valid if one sets “homeomorphism” instead of
“diffeomorphism.” 
For functionals of (C)“, these precise tatements ecessarily fail as J, and 
J” are no more ANR’s and as J, f3 E, is no more an ENR. 
However, the following statement holds: 
“Let j be in (C)” and let a> 0. There xists c(u) and no(u) such that, if J 
has no critical v ue in [a, c(u)], then: 
(1) .f,={uES/J(u)> } a and 4, n E, have trivial homotopy group 
for n > no(u). Thus, they satisfy the fixed point property for compact 
mappings. 
(2) F(a, E) = (U E S/a - E < J(u) <a + E} has trivial homotopy 
groups and F(u, E) n E, has the homotopy type of an (n - 2)-sphere, forE
sufficiently small and n > n,(u).” 
From this tatement, onededuces that he conclusions f Corollaries 1 
and 2 of Theorem 1remain valid for functionals of (C)“. 
In order to prove this tatement, oneuses imilar ideas than the ones used 
in the proofs of Theorems 1and 6. As retractions by deformation ca not be 
built (the gradients are only continuous), one needs a deformation lemma 
adapted to this kind of situation, a version fwhich can be found in [ 121. 
Some more is also required toprove the second point of the statement: that 
under (4.30), whose definition remains valid for functionals of (C)“, 
‘b(a) j” = (U E S/J(u) < a} is contractible n j (b(a) defined by (4.30)), this 
deformation letting invariant thespaces E,. 
Thus, all the results and remarks (Remark 18 included) made for 
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functionals of (C) remain valid for functionals of (C)“, from the topological 
point of view. 
APPENDIX 
Proof of Lemma 2 and Lemma 2’. We directly prove Lemma 2’ as 
Lemma 2 is nothing but a particular caseof it. 
We already suppose that uE .I,= {v E S 1 J(v) >x) as inequalities lik  
(1) and (2) need only to be proved “in the large,” ,? being such that on JK 
the uniqueness of A(v) is ensured. 
We already observe that condition (iii) combined with the continuity of 
p(x, z) in x and z readily implies that 
(A-1) 
Hence, using (4.1) and the fact hat p(x, z) is positive forz> s,, > 0 (and 
also the fact that p(x, z) is even), wederive: 
3a, >03b,/P(x,z)>a,Izl""+'t 6. 
We will often use in what follows (A.l) and (A.2). 
Consider the point A(V), where the maximum on 
achieved: 
the ray ,Iv (I > 0) is 
64.2) 
w’ - - j 
2 n 




2 i 2 R 
vp(x, A(v) v) dx - qj f. vdx=O. 
fl 
By (A.2), weknow that 









P(x, l(v) v) dx + A(v) i, f- v dx > C,. (A.5) 
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Thus, the first equality of(A.3) gives 
fw ,->J(v)+C,. (‘4.6) 
Equation (A.6) provides the first inequality of (1). We continue with 
observing that (A.3) implies 
I ij 0 p(x, l(v) @(v) v> dx-j % k(u) v>dx R 
(A.7) 
-Fj f. vdx=J(v). 
R 
Hence, with using (4.1): 
p(x, W) v)@(v) 0) dx -Fj f.vdx<J(v). (A.8) 
R 
Taking 0< 8’ ( $ and taking account of (A.l), weobtain: 
(; - 0’) j p(x, A(u) v)@(v) v) dx ,< J(u) + C 
R 





< C,J(v) w/(l+a) + c,. (A.lO) 
0
Thus, using (4.1), 
I P(x, A(v), v) dx < U(v) + C’ (A.ll) R 
for suitable constants C and C’ and 
/l(v)jnf-vdx /<C;J(V)~“~‘)+C;. (A.12) 
Turning back to the first equality of(A.3) and using (A. 11) and (A. 12) 
we find 
W” -y- < (C + 1) J(u) + C;J(u)Y’(‘f”) + c;. (A.13) 
Equation (A. 13) provides the second inequality of (1). 
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Now, in order to prove (2), observe that 
J(-v)>/(v)+2ii(v)J^ f* udx 
0 
as P is even. 
Hence, by (A. 12), 
(A. 14) 
J(-u) > J(u) - c:J(u)~‘~‘+“) - c;. (A.15) 
The symmetric inequality being also valid, (2) can be easily sketched. 
The proof is complete. fl
Proof of Lemma 5. Set 
F = (E, n S)\( V;; n E,) 
= {u E En n VI u -P~,,O~,~ > a0 I P~~(&;I. 
BY 
u E F, 
u -Pko(4 + (1 -f>Pk@) 
@) = I u -Pk,M + (1 - 4PkoWlH; 
(A.16) 
this et retracts by deformation on Ek’, f~ S n E,, which is an (n - k,-l)- 
sphere. As n > rO + 2 > k, + 5, this sphere isarc-wise andsimply connected. 
Thus, so is F. 
Set 
This et is 
Consider 
This et reracts onto G by the following retraction: 
u - PkoW (A.17) 
u = a0 I Pko@)IH: X 124 -pko(U)IH; +PkcJ(U)9 
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[By the choice ofr,-, > k, and & > (x0, this is a continuous application which 
takes its values inG and is equal to Id, when restricted to G.] 
Thus, it remains toprove that G, is arc-wise andsimply connected. 




one maps G, diffeomorphically on 
G, = (D’- x Sro-I)/(0 x 0 x Sk+) 
= (D”-‘o/q x s’o-’ u (D-Q x (,ro-l/Sko-l)~ 
-- -.---I,- 
A B 
A and B are open sets in G,, because they are open sets in 
D”-‘” xS’“-’ r>G,. Furthermore, A ishomotopic toS”-‘O-l X SrO- ‘, B to 
D”-‘o x s’o-ko-1 andA f-,B to S”-‘o-1 x s’o-ko-1. 
By the choice ofr0 > k, + 2 and iz >r,, + 2, these sets are arc-wise and
simply connected. Thus, G, is arc-wise andsimply connected by the theorem 
of Van Kampen [9]. So is G. This completes heproof. 
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